ENLIGHTENING THE SELF

Enlightens the World

AARON MOSBY
Exploring & discovering

BEYOND THE NORM

PHILIP JONES
LEAD BY EXAMPLE.
Be the change.
Normalcy is subjective,

DEFINE YOURSELF

JENNIFER AMES
open your eyes
OPEN YOUR MIND
Positive relief

THROUGH ALL LIFE’S AFTERMATH

CHANTAL LYLES
Pourparler MULTIFARIOUS PERSPECTIVES encourages positive transformations
Synergisms, the foundation of tomorrow's zeitgeist

EDDIE-ALLEN BRADLEY
This LIFE is a beautiful struggle
UNDERSTANDING

paves the road to unity

RAMON PLAZA
We understand through communication & patience
Life

IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT
Diversity is the key to unity!
be kind.
be yourself.
be understanding.
Discover one’s differences & learn something
Learn about yourself through understanding others

ALEXANDRA SOLYMAR